Commemorating heroes

Etch a Memory program to raise funds for new Dianne and Irving Kipnes Centre for Veterans

A new program has been launched as part of the $7 million capital campaign to help build a new home for Canadian veterans. The Etch a Memory program gives people an opportunity to commemorate a personal hero or loved one by purchasing an etching. The etchings will be used to create a recognition wall in the new centre’s memorial garden and serve as a permanent reminder of the pursuit of freedom by Canadian veterans.

The garden will be part of the Dianne and Irving Kipnes Centre for Veterans. Currently under construction, public support is needed to complete a home for the 120 veterans who will move into it late next fall.

The Kipnes Centre for Veterans will be a huge improvement over the current Newburn Veterans Centre. Staff at the existing facility are excited about how resident quality of life will improve when residents move into the new centre.

Unlike the present centre where up to four residents share a room, the new centre will have all private rooms with private bathrooms. The 120 resident rooms will be grouped into eight houses on two floors in a residential-styled building. It is part of the residential redevelopment of the former Griesbach military base in north Edmonton.

“With 2005 designated as Year of the Veteran by the Minister of Veterans Affairs, it seemed an appropriate time to launch the public part of our fund-raising campaign for the new veterans centre,” said Phyllis Hempel, CEO of The CAPITAL CARE Group, which will operate the new facility.

“As well, the board of our foundation is thrilled that Marlene Smith, wife of former Edmonton Mayor Bill Smith, has agreed to become a board member and take on the lead role of chairing the public portion of the campaign.”

“I was honoured when I was asked to join the Board of The CAPITAL CARE Foundation,” says Smith, who will serve as a public campaign chairperson. She will work with The CAPITAL CARE Foundation board and volunteers on ways to involve Albertans in supporting the veterans by donating to the campaign to build the new facility.

The CAPITAL CARE Group, which is building and will operate the new centre, has over forty years of experience in caring for people with continuing care needs. Corinne Schalm, director of Corporate Planning, says that the new centre is expected to reflect the organization’s reputation of being a leader in continuing care.

See ETTCH A MEMORY/2

Sharing hope

Enjoying a good quality of life can mean more than just good medical care or having a comfortable place to live. For many people, it includes meeting and spending time with people of different ages and backgrounds.

Making sure that residents at The CAPITAL CARE Group have the opportunity to participate in activities and spending time with people other than just their care staff is part of the organization’s effort in helping residents to have a good quality of life. Residents from the Young Adult Unit at CAPITAL CARE Dickinsfield recently spent time with grade six students at Katherine Therrien school.

The students are part of the Hope Kids program. The program had its start in 1995, when 10 year-old Steven Roy requested money for flowers to take on visits to lonely people instead of a birthday gift. His birthday wish was the start of the Hope Kids program in 1997, after he told other young people about his experiences. Many of the first Hope Kids visited continuing care centres in the Edmonton area.

Since then, Hope Kids projects have moved into school settings, such as the program at Katherine Therrien school. Residents from the Young Adult Unit and the school’s students have met several times and worked on a variety of projects. The Christmas dinner they shared is an example of the hope shared by the students with the residents and the respect that the residents help to instill in the students.
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Order an etching

People who want to show their support for northern Alberta’s veterans can commemorate a personal hero or remember a loved one by purchasing an etching. Each etching has room for two lines of dedication text or remember a loved one by purchasing an etching. Veterans when it is completed.

Purchase an etching today by:
• Calling 1-866-THE-VETS (843-8387)
• Visiting http://www.thrivets.org and downloading an order form.
• Cutting out, completing and mailing or faxing the order form on page 12 in this newsletter.

Sobeys gives to Strathcona campus

About 150 golfers attended the Sobeys Lakeland Ridge and Nottingham Charity Golf Classic this summer to raise more than $16,000 for the CAPITAL CARE Strathcona Campus. This was the third year for the annual tournament, which has raised nearly $40,000 in total.

“We were thrilled to find out that we were going to be the beneficiaries for this year’s tournament,” says Marie McInnis, administrator of the campus, “and just as thrilled to receive a $16,345 cheque that will be put towards the purchase of a new, specialized tub for residents.”

Ashley Petansky and Stephen Petansky, owners of the two Sobeys stores in Sherwood Park who co-organized the tournament, said that they are planning to host a tournament next year and to again give the proceeds to another worthwhile cause.

Dan Laville, Manager, Corporate Communications, CAPITAL CARE Corporate Services

Showcasing management opportunities

Attracting and retaining skilled and compassionate staff is essential to The CAPITAL CARE Group because we provide the care it believes is deserved by residents. To do this, the Succession Planning Committee has been developing innovative ways to make the organization an appealing place to work, both for job seekers and staff currently working in the organization.

One of the committee’s recent initiatives was the Management Career Information Day. Held for the first time on November 3 at CAPITAL CARE Norwood, the event was intended to introduce current staff to management career opportunities within the organization and to show those outside the organization the variety of careers that are offered by The CAPITAL CARE Group.

Attendees were given a package containing information on the organization, a workbook to help clarify their career objectives, and a competency dictionary explaining the performance expectations of managers in the organization.

Each of the booths profiled a variety of positions in the areas of fund development, financial management, human resources, corporate planning, office functions, support services, volunteer services, administration, best practice and education.

Booths were staffed by current management employees who spoke to attendees about The CAPITAL CARE Group’s philosophy, the challenges and rewards of their careers, and why they enjoy working for the organization.

In addition to the booths, staff made presentations about their specific career and work areas. Presenters talked about their career, the organization, the continuing care industry and why the audience would want to consider a career with The CAPITAL CARE Group.

The presentations also highlighted how employees are recognized for their efforts and how staff who know they are doing a good job.

Attendees learned that it is a large organization with a family feel to it, that the caring environment ensures residents come first, and that staff are given opportunities to use their skills and gain new ones through education or trying new roles.

The day was well attended, with 75 people coming to the event to learn more about the organization and management opportunities. Twenty-five of the attendees came from outside of The CAPITAL CARE Group.

Members of the Succession Planning Committee feel the event achieved the objective of promoting the organization as a good place to work. “One comment from an attendee speaks loudly of the impact of the day,” says Sharon Houlston, director of Human Resources at The CAPITAL CARE Group. “In answer to what he liked best about the event, he stated ‘The fact that all attendees in spite of qualifications were treated like potential applicants for the position’.”

For more information on a rewarding management career at The CAPITAL CARE Group, please contact Colleen Meagher at (780) 448-2405.

A listing of current career opportunities can be viewed at www.capitalcare.net and clicking on Careers.

Colleen Meagher, Human Resources Manager, CAPITAL CARE Corporate Services
Continued commitment to excellence in the new year

People traditionally set goals in the new year that will benefit themselves or their loved ones. Whether a commitment to exercising regularly, phoning a family member more often, or quitting smoking, New Year’s resolutions are made to improve a person’s quality of life.

Likewise, at The CAPITAL CARE Group, our commitment to the people we serve is to help them have the best quality of life possible. The beginning of 2005 is a good time to reflect on some of our current projects that will benefit residents and staff.

Teaching continuing care centre

Planning for a new teaching continuing care centre through a partnership with NorQuest College continues. NorQuest announced their expansion plans last spring, and together The CAPITAL CARE Group and the college are developing a plan to build the new centre next to NorQuest’s current downtown campus. By integrating education and research with care, the expectation for the project is to create a centre of excellence for healthy aging in Western Canada.

Planning is progressing on the building design and for the programming in the completed building. During the planning period, the two organizations are looking at ways of working together. The Collaborative Activities Committee, made up of three representatives each from The CAPITAL CARE Group and NorQuest, is examining how the healthcare education programs at NorQuest and the needs of our caregivers can best complement one another. Student practicums, resident care programming and staff priorities will be reviewed to determine how the needs of residents at The CAPITAL CARE Group and students at NorQuest can be best met.

Creating leaders in care

Another example of The CAPITAL CARE Group’s leadership in the continuing care sector is the organization’s collaboration with Capital Health and the University of Alberta. In conjunction with the Faculty of Nursing, the “Leadership Issues in Continuing and Community Care” course is being instructed by Faculty of Nursing professor Donna Lynn Smith at CAPITAL CARE Grandview.

Your suggestions

I invite you to pass on any ideas you have on making The CAPITAL CARE Group a better place to live, work, visit, or volunteer. You can share your ideas with a manager, administrator, director, or the Executive Office by e-mail, snail mail or voice mail. Or, you can send them directly to me, Phyllis Hempel, by e-mail at phempel@capitalcare.net, by phone at 448-2435, or by fax at 496-7148.

I look forward to receiving your suggestions.

Warm, sun-filled fun at McConnell Place North

Residents go antiquing

Residents at Laurier House Strathcona celebrated Senior’s Week with an antique theme. They went on several outings, including a visit to the Antique Mall and the Strathcona Heritage Museum. The week’s activities ended with the centre’s version of “Antiques Roadshow.”

The residents ran the show and brought many interesting artifacts. Items ranged from a carriage clock, to old coins, books, kitchen gadgets, maps, photographs, musical instruments, and jewelry. Each resident spoke about their items, how they obtained them, and what personal significance the item held for them.

Residents enjoyed being able to formally describe and talk about their items using a microphone. Along with residents, their family members, volunteers, and staff also attended and represented a wide age range, from about 20 to 96 years old. By listening to the residents, staff and volunteers learned a lot about the challenges that residents had experienced from the days of yore. Good times were relived, and everyone enjoyed the interesting stories which came with each item.

Residents at Laurier House Strathcona, displays her antique clock during the centre’s antique show. Staff member Andrea LeBlanc is on the right, holding the microphone.

Phyllis, a resident of Laurier House Strathcona, displays her antique clock during the centre’s antique show. Staff member Andrea LeBlanc is on the right, holding the microphone.

Roswitha Schmitt-Blouin, Leisure/Volunteer Coordinator, McConnell Place North

Andrea LeBlanc, Activities Convener, Laurier House Strathcona
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Preventing infections

Protecting the health and safety of residents and co-workers is important, and one of the easiest and most effective methods of not transmitting viruses to others is by washing your hands. Centres are using waterless cleaners and the traditional hand cleaning method of soap and water to prevent the spread of infection, including the Norwalk virus and influenza.

Vanessa Luc, an occupational therapist, Anita Cassidy, a physical therapist student, and Gailene Shaw, a physical therapist, were three of the hundreds of people who attended the World of Work safety review at CAPITAL CARE Dickinsfield.

The annual World of Work was launched this year at CAPITAL CARE Dickinsfield. The displays are used as a safety review for staff at The CAPITAL CARE Group and are alternated throughout the organization’s centres.

The theme for this year’s presentations is carnival, and it caught the eye of many staff at the centre. More than 350 staff participants completed their display workbooks. After the books were reviewed and returned to staff, the answer key was posted in each unit or area for participants to follow-up on and compare their answers.

Five carnival tent-style displays were set up to provide information on:

- Infection control: Hand washing
- Abdominal thrusts: The Horatio and Julius story
- Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS): Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)
- Fire safety: Phases and evacuation skills
- Starbuck’s: Awkward positions

The displays, which attracted a lot of attention with their colour and originality, were developed and produced by The CAPITAL CARE Group’s centre educators. Several participants commented that this World of Work was the best ever.

Staff are thanked for their participation and congratulated for doing such fine work! Staff at other centres are encouraged to check the Corporate Education Calendar in the Education section on the intranet and watch for flyers to learn when World of Work will be coming to their centre in 2005.

Shirley McDonald, Centre Educator, The CAPITAL CARE Group’s Dickinsfield Campus

More staff scholarship and education funding

Partnerships in learning approach will enhance recruitment and retention

The CAPITAL CARE Group is a leading employer in the continuing care field. Staff receive a variety of benefits and opportunities in an environment that encourages creativity and innovation. This is part of the organization’s approach to attracting and retaining good staff.

Research shows that employer-sponsored education is a key factor for prospective employees who are making a career choice. Offering educational opportunities is a way of attracting qualified workers to the organization and building commitment to the organization with current staff.

The current skill and workforce shortage in health care is expected to increase as the workforce approaches retirement. So, as well as attracting new staff, it means that developing talent from within The CAPITAL CARE Group is necessary. Retaining qualified staff is important in all departments and areas, from health care to finance and food services.

Offering scholarships and other educational support to staff at all levels in all disciplines is one method of encouraging individuals to pursue their lifelong learning goals while helping to retain qualified employees.

The CAPITAL CARE Group, with financial support from The CAPITAL CARE Foundation and its generous donors, is pleased to announce several educational and scholarship opportunities:

- Five annual $6,000 scholarships for the Licensed Practical Nurse program at Norquest College for four years.
- Two annual $4,000 scholarships for four years for obtaining a graduate degree.
- $10,000 annually ($5,000 from The CAPITAL CARE Group and $5,000 from The Foundation) for two years for the Alberta Registered Nurses Educational Trust (ARNET) program. ARNET is operated by the Alberta Association of Registered Nurses.
- Ten annual $6,000 scholarships for the Licensed Practical Nurse program at Norquest College for four years.

Together, these scholarship and educational funding programs support both front-line care and management staff. Support for staff is ingrained in The CAPITAL CARE Group’s corporate culture, and it stems from the organization’s mission statement and values which emphasize a commitment to effective staff recruitment, development and training.

At The CAPITAL CARE Group, staff are the most important resource in caring for residents. Staff who are interested in learning more about the scholarships are encouraged to contact their managers for more information.

Bev Thomas, Manager, Human Resources, CAPITAL CARE Corporate Services

More about ARNET for RNs

The CAPITAL CARE Group, in conjunction with The CAPITAL CARE Foundation, has formed a two year partnership with the Alberta Registered Nurses Educational Trust (ARNET) to provide financial assistance to support the professional practice of registered nurses who work at The CAPITAL CARE Group. These financial awards acknowledge the positive impact that active learning has on the quality of care and services provided to residents and clients at The CAPITAL CARE Group.

The awards also help to recognize the responsibilities shared among registered nurses, their professional organization (Alberta Association of Registered Nurses) and The CAPITAL CARE Group as the requirements for the Health Professions Act (HPA) are developed. The HPA was passed by the Alberta Legislative Assembly in 1999 and will require all health professional colleges to follow common rules to investigate complaints and set educational and practice standards for registered members.

Information on the ARNET program and its application process can be found on the Alberta Association of Registered Nurses website at www.nurses.ab.ca

Mark your calendars to attend:

Resident Safety Symposium:
Focus on Research and Practice in Continuing Care
(Feb 2, 2005, in Edmonton)

People and Progress 19th Annual Conference:
Seeking a Balance: Safety, Risk & Quality in Continuing Care
(Feb 3-4, 2005, in Edmonton)

For more information and to register:

- Website: www.capitalcare.net and click on Conferences
- E-mail: jennydavis@capitalcare.net • Phone: (780) 448-2541
  Please note that speakers, presentations, and schedule are subject to change.
Kudos

To Phyllis Hempel, CEO of The CAPITAL CARE Group

When our mother died after a stroke, and suffering from dementia, her passing was a mixed blessing to us – relief and sadness.

What was not mixed, however, was the quality of care mom received in the short time she was at CAPITAL CARE Lynnwood. We have had three other parents die in facilities such as CAPITAL CARE Lynnwood, and have been impressed with the quality of care given them, but CAPITAL CARE Lynnwood has been exemplary.

Mom was given excellent care by the staff. Phil Lloyd was simply ‘the best’ when it came to giving care and attention to mom. Phil talked with her, took her on special outings, and had mom at her breakfast club on a regular basis. And mom flourished under the care given by Phil.

We have also been impressed with the other staff who worked with mom. From the front desk to the various rooms, the staff were always cheerful, helpful, very professional and demonstrated caring towards their charges. At the risk of forgetting someone, we can’t name them all. But the staff on third floor Lynnwood were wonderful, as was Jim Thomson, social worker, who also needs to be singled out for mention.

Knowing that mom was in such competent and caring hands gave us a great deal of comfort. Our thanks to The CAPITAL CARE Group and especially CAPITAL CARE Lynnwood Campus and its staff for their role in mom’s care.

M. and C.B.

To the Staff at CAPITAL CARE Choice Dickinsfield

I just got word that I have been accepted into continuing care. I want to say thank you for all the care that I have received here. I am going to miss you all. It’s hard for me to think of not seeing any of you again. It’s getting to feel like home here for me and now I’ll have to get used to a new place. Thanks to all. I will have fond memories of you for sure.

P.C.

To Betty Thompson at CAPITAL CARE Dickinsfield

I am writing to express my thanks for the care that was given to Kyla during her stay in your facility. She was at all levels your staff treated her with compassion and dignity. She was fortunate to have been placed at CAPITAL CARE Dickinsfield and been exposed to such caring staff.

J.P.

To Nat Mitchell of McConnell Place North

Just a quick note to express my sincere belief in the opportunity for staff members who have demonstrated a sincere desire to provide improved care and attention to the residents in their charge and to attend workshops to improve their skill and knowledge.

Attached is a cheque to be used for staff education.

C.S.

To the Staff at Station 97 and the office staff at Mewburn Veterans Centre

We wish to express our sincere thanks to each of the staff who have provided excellent care for Dad over the past seven years of his stay at the Mewburn Veterans Centre. We looked forward to moving to the new Centre but that wasn’t to be.

We appreciate all the personal help you have given the family when we inquired about his health and care.

B. and M.C. and family

To the evening staff of ICD at CAPITAL CARE Grandview

You have touched my life in so many ways and I want to thank you so very much. The kindness you have given was in a way that’s all your own. You will remain always in my mind with happy memories.

C.

To the staff on the first floor at CAPITAL CARE Grandview

We want to thank all of you for your cheerful and efficient manner in looking after Roy’s needs while he was in your care. We appreciate it very much.

R. and N.J.

To staff member Rosie Lee-Walter at CAPITAL CARE Norwood

Your care and concern are sincerely appreciated and will always be remembered. Thanks ever so much.

The S. Family

To the staff and volunteers at the Mewburn Veterans Centre

Words cannot express our appreciation for the wonderful care you provided for our uncle in these last years of his life. The centre was a place where he could feel valued, productive and safe, even when his mind and body were letting him down.

Thank you for the poetry club and camaraderie with cheerful and respectful staff and volunteers, opportunities to get out into the world, craft activities, the supportive recreational and rehabilitation staff, competent medical care and Rev. Harry! Thank you for helping us with our grieving and final arrangements. And thanks to everyone and for everything that we’ve forgotten here. You are an inspiration to us.

The A. Family

To Jim Thomson and the staff of 2LP at CAPITAL CARE Lynnwood

I wish to express my thanks and appreciation for the help and assistance which you provided concerning the admission of my sister.

Your manner was both considerate and professional, and I was thankful that you were available to help us through a difficult time.

Please convey my thanks and appreciation to the staff who welcomed my sister on her admission. I found them to be kind, caring & thoughtful. The unit was attractive and cheerful, and I feel more comfortable about my sister’s stay with them.

E.M.

To the staff at CAPITAL CARE CHOICE

Many thanks for your kind care and compassion to Dad and our family this past eight months. The CAPITAL CARE CHOICE Program enabled us to function as a family much more easily. Your happy smiles and warm greetings were always appreciated.

The N. Family

To the staff at Laurier House Stratcona

The family of Margaret Paterson wish to extend our heartfelt thanks to the staff of Laurier House Stratcona for the loving compassionate care that was received.

We are grateful for all the kindness shown to us during this time.

A. and L.

To Betty Thompson at CAPITAL CARE Dickinsfield

Please accept our most gracious thanks for the encouraging, enlightening and exciting tour of CAPITAL CARE Dickinsfield in October.

We were ever so warmly welcomed not only by yourself but by other staff members and residents alike. We were impressed with the level of activity going on in the centre and the echo of laughter heard here and there.

We were also grateful for and impressed with the excellent demeanour of your volunteer facility guide, Martha Doyle. Martha handled both herself and us in a very caring yet professional manner and left us with no questions unanswered by the end of her in-depth explanations and tour. She has a wonderful smile, shares it so freely and seems passionate about the centre’s level of care.

S. and H.P.

To the office staff at Mewburn Veterans Centre

We wish to express our sincere thanks to each of you who were involved in the care of Dad during his stay at the Centre. Special thanks to Pastor Harry for your concern of Dad’s spiritual well-being, your hospital visits and our many interesting conversations.

B. and M.C. and family

To Shelley Warnock and the staff at Strathcona Alzheimer Care Centre

I would like to let you all know how much the care you provided my Mother Bessie meant to me. I want to offer my thanks to all of you at Strathcona Alzheimer Centre. You afforded me the opportunity to rejuvenate mind and body by allowing me some time, in order to take a much-appreciated break. Asking for help is a hard thing to do, and I never felt that I was imposing on you. Your empathy and compassion made me feel that I was not alone in providing care for Bessie. You were like friends helping. Your care allowed Bessie to retain her dignity, and helped friends and family to preserve their memories of her.

The centre became a support group, a place to talk with people who understand the disease, and knew just what I was going through. It provided for an opportunity to share our experiences, and then learn from others on how to cope. Your support helped me to manage the stress, and the feeling of isolation. On behalf of Bessie, and our family, I would like to again express our thanks for your kindness.

B.F.

To the staff at The CAPITAL CARE Group

The auditors want to thank the staff and management of The CAPITAL CARE Group. All staff were extremely courteous and helpful toward the auditors and made them feel welcome. A big thank you to all those individuals that assisted in gathering documentation, interviews, and all those functions that made the audit run smoothly.

The CAPITAL CARE Group has a strong program in place, and the employees are very familiar with their health and safety program. You should be very proud of your program and growth. The goal is to strengthen the program and make it as effective and meaningful as possible for the safety of all workers. Continue to develop action based on the audit and we look forward to returning to observe all the great initiative we know you are capable of implementing.

Congratulations on a great score, keep up the good work.

Ken, Connie and Gay

(from the Partnerships Audit Report)
Six more staff receive LPN scholarships

These six staff are The CAPITAL CARE Group’s most recent Licensed Practical Nurse scholarship recipients. From left to right they are Mary Batong, Amanda Seguin, Fahrija Stivicic, Mohamed Shaw, Fong Thammavongsa, and Sharon Desy.

This year marks the fourth year of the Licensed Practical Nurse Scholarships at The CAPITAL CARE Group. The scholarships are for staff and give them an opportunity to develop their health care career. Residents benefit from the scholarship program as well, because it attracts health care job seekers and serves as an incentive for existing staff to remain working with the organization. Extending the length of time that the average staff member works at The CAPITAL CARE Group is crucial to continuity of care and providing residents with caregivers who know their needs and preferences.

The scholarships are made possible by The CAPITAL CARE Foundation, which has raised $100,000 to fund the program over the past four years. Through the generosity of The Foundation’s supporters, each scholarship recipient receives money for tuition and books for the Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN) program at NorQuest College.

Six more staff received the scholarship this year. Mary Batong, Sharon Desy, Amanda Seguin, Mohamed Shaw, Fahrija Stivicic and Fong Thammavongsa will be completing the NorQuest program and then returning to work at The CAPITAL CARE Group as LPNs.

“We are proud of all our LPN scholarship recipients,” says Sharon Roulston, director of Human Resources for The CAPITAL CARE Group. “And one of the recipients who has made us especially proud is Kerri Lee Labrash.”

Labrash began working at CAPITAL CARE Dickinsfield in May 2002 in Food Services as a food service aide and then as a cook’s assistant. After applying for and receiving a scholarship, she began the LPN program in September 2003.

“Not only did she graduate this fall,” says Roulston, “but she was the valedictorian of her graduating class.” When she graduated, Labrash said she was looking forward to getting back to The CAPITAL CARE Group and working with residents as an LPN.

To date, 19 staff have received the scholarship. In addition to The Foundation, the College of Licensed Practical Nurses Association and NorQuest College are thanked for their participation and support of the LPN Scholarship program.

Bev Thomas, Manager, Human Resources, CAPITAL CARE Corporate Services and support of the LPN Scholarship program.

New reference books

Earlier this year, green table tents and flyers with the slogan “Let’s Look It Up!” heralded the arrival of new textbooks for the nursing staff at CAPITAL CARE Dickinsfield Campus. With current and comprehensive information, the new books will be a valuable resource and replace the General Skills Nursing Procedure manuals.

To promote the use of these new textbooks that include Mosby’s “Textbook for Nursing Attendants” and Potter and Perry’s “Canadian Fundamentals of Nursing,” education sessions were held for nearly 170 staff nurses, licensed practical nurses and nursing attendants.

The sessions included reviews of the best practice process, evidence-based practice, the Calgary Collaborative Nursing Model, the Resident’s Needs Model and practical exercises on how to use textbooks as a resource. Case scenarios and real life examples were used to demonstrate how information in the textbooks can help staff provide the most appropriate care to residents.

To maximize the value of the textbooks and to reinforce the benefits of teamwork, participants shared their case scenario review results with one another. Bookmarks with the Collaborative Nursing Model and the definition of evidence-based practice were also handed out to reinforce why using the textbooks as a reference is an important part of providing the best care possible.

Participants commented that they appreciated the opportunity to review the use of textbooks in general and, in particular, the opportunity to review the new books.

Betty Drury, a benefactor and great supporter of the campus, helped to purchase the textbooks. “In addition to supporting the annual Edith Drury Day—which is attended by staff from across The CAPITAL CARE Group, Betty donated the funds necessary to buy this valuable resource for our staff,” said Betty Thompson, the administrator of the campus.

“September first was designated as textbook distribution day, and after we thanked Betty for her wonderful generosity, we went throughout the centre and replaced the nursing procedure general skills manuals with the new textbooks.” The organization’s other centres have also completed the new textbook roll-out.

Panel members will include:

Carol Anderson
• Continuing Care Practice Leader, Community Care Services, Capital Health
Heather Heinrichs and Donna Stewart
• Social Worker, CAPITAL CARE CHOICE Dickinsfield
Phyllis Hempel
• Chief Executive Officer, The CAPITAL CARE Group
Lynn Olenek
• Administrator, Central Park Lodges

Speakers will include:

Dr. John Wade
• Chair, Founding Board, Canadian Patient Safety Institute
Dr. Alan Forster
• Scientist, Clinical Epidemiology, Ottawa Health Research Institute
• Assistant Professor, University of Ottawa, Medicine
Brad Hagen, PhD
• Researcher, Associate Professor, University of Lethbridge
Doris Milke, PhD
• Research Coordinator, The CAPITAL CARE Group
• Adjunct Professor, Department of Psychology and Adjunct Assistant Professor, Faculty of Nursing, University of Alberta

For updated information, please visit www.capitalcare.net and click on Conferences

For more information and to register:
• Website: www.capitalcare.net and click on Conferences
• E-mail: jennydavis@capitalcare.net • Phone: (780) 448-2421

*Please note that speakers, presentations and schedules are subject to change.

Welcome! To everyone who has joined The CAPITAL CARE Group since the last issue was published!
Combining visits to the doctor with computers

Dr. Chris Lord
ASK A PHYSICIAN

When I visited my doctor last month, I noticed that she was using a computer to check on information from a previous visit. I had several health-related questions for her, so I didn’t have time to ask her about the computer. Will this be something that I am likely to see every time I go to see her? I’ve heard electronic health records mentioned in the news, but I’m still not quite sure how they will impact the care that I’ll receive from my doctor.

The computer has become a common sight in the doctor’s office and provides an additional tool that can assist in the delivery of medical care. One of the features that physicians love is being able to quickly review any laboratory tests you may have had, ordered either by your physician or any other physician in the Capital Health region.

Another feature allows x-ray reports from the hospital to be immediately available. This is a great help if you were recently in an emergency department or even admitted to the hospital. A list of the medications that a senior has been taking (and sometimes has forgotten about) is readily at hand. Again, this includes all the prescriptions from all of the doctors who may have seen that senior.

Within the physician’s office, if the doctor so wishes, all the material that previously was put into your paper chart can now be stored electronically on a computer. Potential advantages are decreased space requirements for storing information and the quick retrieval of information that a computer can make possible.

As a computer can offer more security features than those of the traditional paper charts, the worry that someone — who is not authorized to look at your personal information — has diminished.

As with any new tool, how much a computer and the health records accessible from it can enhance the speed and quality of care provided greatly depends on how the computer is used and what information is available on it.

Dr. Chris Lord, Director, Medical Services, CAPITAL CARE Corporate Services

$104,000 donation from Edmonton Poppy Fund

The Greater Edmonton Poppy Fund announced in November that they were donating $104,000 for veterans at the new Dianne and Irving Kipnes Centre.

The donation will go towards the purchase of furnishings and equipment needed at the current Newmawburn Veterans Centre.

In addition to there being a need for the items, the items were selected because they can be moved to the new Dianne and Irving Kipnes Centre for Veterans when it opens.

The new items, such as blood pressure machines, new resident easy boy chairs, and TV cabinets, will be appreciated by veterans at the centre.

Sherry Schaefer, Community Liaison, Newmawburn Veterans Centre

Poinsettias galore

Poinsettias have become synonymous to Christmas and decorate many offices and homes during the season. This past Christmas, CAPITAL CARE Grandview and Newmawburn Veterans Centre had an especially festive feeling, courtesy of Les Bidewell from Select Call Centre and the company’s customers. Bidewell arranged to donate more than 300 poinsettias. Eleanor Lake and Mary Usik, residents at CAPITAL CARE Grandview, pose with some of the donated poinsettias.

Running for veterans

Phyllis Hempel, chief executive officer of The CAPITAL CARE Group, and John McDougall, campaign chair for the “Serving Those Who Served” fund-raising campaign, walk across the finish line at the first Tanks and Tags running and walking event.

The “Tanks and Tags” road race was held for the first time in September. Along with a five kilometre road race, there was a three kilometre walk and a one kilometre kids race. Runners from the general public, soldiers from the Edmonton Garrison, staff from The CAPITAL CARE Group – and even residents from CAPITAL CARE Norwood – participated in the races. Residents from Newmawburn Veterans Centre also came to watch the races.

“Many thanks to the staff, friends and families who supported this fun fund-raiser,” says Barry Runnalls, director of The CAPITAL CARE Foundation. “Pledges were gathered from participants and a total of $4,500 was contributed, all going to the new Dianne and Irving Kipnes Centre for Veterans.”

This year’s run was so successful that Cheryl Chapin, the Edmonton Events Co-ordinator for The Running Room, said, “We are certainly going to do this again.”

Next year’s event is on September 11 and will again be held at the Edmonton Garrison.

Sherry Schaefer, Community Liaison, Newmawburn Veterans Centre

People and Progress 19th Annual Conference

Seeking a Balance: Safety, Risk & Quality in Continuing Care

February 3 & 4, 2005, Edmonton, Alberta

Presentations and speakers include:

• Long Term Care: Warehouse or Springboard?
  Dr. Jean Chouinard (Medical Director, St. Vincent Hospital, SCO Health Service, Ottawa)

• Inspiring Health and Safety in the Workplace
  Valerie Cade Lee (Certified Speaking Professional, and President, The Performance Curve)

• An Employee’s Behaviour — Performance Issue or Abuse?
  Anna Forge and Colleen Meagher (Managers, Human Resources, The CAPITAL CARE Group)

• Facilitating Function in Dementia
  Dr. Tammy Hopper (Assistant Professor, Department of Speech Pathology and Audiology, University of Alberta)

• From Vision to Reality — Capital Health Electronic Health Record Journey
  Neal Campbell (Manager, netCARE Development, Capital Health)

For more information and to register:

• Website: www.capitalcare.net and click on Conferences
• E-mail: jennydavis@capitalcare.net
• Phone: (780) 448-2421

Please note that speakers, presentations, and schedule are subject to change.

Please note that speakers, presentations, and schedule are subject to change.
To ensure that the organization is building on its experience and expertise in providing continuing care services, The CAPITAL CARE Group formed a Research Unit in 1996 through an agreement between the organization and the University of Alberta.

The Research Unit’s main focus is the coordination of external research seeking to involve The CAPITAL CARE Group’s Alzheimer’s and dementia centres and units. Due to this focus, the Research Unit is attached to McConnell Place North to help facilitate evidence-based practice in the centres.

The organization developed its first dementia care unit 20 years ago and currently has three specially built residential units – McConnell Place North, McConnell Place West and Strathcona Alzheimer’s Care Centre. As well, the organization has four special care units, two units for late stage dementia, and four other units where the majority of residents have dementia.

In 2002, The CAPITAL CARE Group adopted the research theme of enhancing the quality of life for residents, staff and families/friends. These sub-themes were also adopted:

- Quality of care for residents
- Continuity of care for residents
- The physical and social environment
- Staff issues
- Issues regarding family members/friends
- Organizational issues

The Research Unit is headed by Dr. Doris Milke, who has been with the unit since it opened. She is one of a small number of Canadian scientists with a doctorate in environmental gerontology, and she also serves as adjunct associate professor in the Faculty of Nursing and the Department of Psychology at the University of Alberta. Tara Walsh, who holds a Bachelor of Arts in psychology, is the full-time research assistant.

Each May, a fourth year psychology student is given the opportunity to intern with the Research Unit for 12 to 16 months through the Cooperative Learning Program at the University of Alberta.

Stacy Greening, Research Intern, CAPITAL CARE Research Unit

CYNTHIA JOHNSON, Clinical Specialist-Rehabilitation, McConnell Place North

Helping staff further their education and progress in their careers is a priority at The CAPITAL CARE Group. This priority reflects the organization’s belief that skilled staff who like their jobs are much more likely to be good caregivers. Along with the new education and scholarship opportunities for staff, such as the graduate degree scholarship and the education funds offered in conjunction with the Alberta Registered Nurses Educational Trust, staff are eligible for several other bursaries:

- The Roger & Dorothy Parker Bursary: For non-management staff who are employed in direct resident care. Funds are restricted to education courses in the continuing care fields of nursing, pharmacy, physical therapy, occupational therapy, or recreation therapy.
- The David & Dorothy McBean Bursary: For non-management staff to assist with education and training in the fields of continuing care and palliative care.
- The Pearl Havelok Porter Bursary: For non-management staff who are employed in direct resident care. Preference will be given to employees applying for reflexology and acupuncture courses.
- The CAPITAL CARE Foundation Bursary: For non-management staff who wish to further their education and training and who are not eligible for the Parker or Porter Bursaries.
- The CAPITAL CARE Foundation Management Education Bursary: For management staff to assist them in furthering their education.

This year, twenty-six recipients shared almost $9,000 in bursary awards. The bursary program is made possible through The CAPITAL CARE Foundation and the support of several sponsors.

The next staff bursary application deadline is Spring 2005. Interested staff applicants can submit a completed bursary application to their centre’s administrative assistant or to Jenny Davis, corporate program assistant, at 780-426-2421 at CAPITAL CARE Corporate Services. For more information on the new scholarships and educational opportunities, please see the article “More staff scholarship and education funding” on page four.

Congratulations to all 2004 CAPITAL CARE staff bursary recipients!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monique Belanger (Registered Nurse)</td>
<td>CAPITAL CARE Lynwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherri Bessette (Recreation Attendant)</td>
<td>CAPITAL CARE Dickinsfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gina Borromeo (Nursing Attendant)</td>
<td>CAPITAL CARE Lynwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su Ling Chong (Physiotherapist)</td>
<td>Mewburn Veterans Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tessie Dizon (Laundry Worker)</td>
<td>CAPITAL CARE Grandview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Girard (Licensed Practical Nurse)</td>
<td>Laurier House Strathcona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erroll Hastings (Care Manager)</td>
<td>CAPITAL CARE Norwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanya Hostyn</td>
<td>CAPITAL CARE Strathcona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suman Jain (Nursing Attendant)</td>
<td>CAPITAL CARE Lynwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourif Kazma (Maintenance Worker)</td>
<td>CAPITAL CARE Norwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonnie Kennedy (Rehabilitation Attendant)</td>
<td>Laurier House Lynwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Knecht (Licensed Practical Nurse)</td>
<td>CAPITAL CARE Lynwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosemarie Lemencea (Resident Companion)</td>
<td>McConnell Place West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Mak (Maintenance Worker)</td>
<td>CAPITAL CARE Dickinsfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyndi Martin (Rehabilitation Attendant)</td>
<td>CAPITAL CARE Lynwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trish McGrath (Centre Manager)</td>
<td>CAPITAL CARE CHOICE Dickinsfield and Duplexes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole McLeod (Care Housing Attendant)</td>
<td>Laurier House Strathcona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josephine Moran (Nursing Attendant)</td>
<td>CAPITAL CARE Lynwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercy Nickel (Nursing Attendant)</td>
<td>CAPITAL CARE Dickinsfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Pollard (Social Worker)</td>
<td>CAPITAL CARE Norwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrie Schmidt</td>
<td>CAPITAL CARE Grandview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janina Spierzak (Physiotherapy Aide)</td>
<td>CAPITAL CARE Lynwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Troughton</td>
<td>CAPITAL CARE Dickinsfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackie Verklund (Administrative Assistant)</td>
<td>CAPITAL CARE Grandview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Webster</td>
<td>CAPITAL CARE Corporate Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CAPITAL CARE Group

www.capitalcare.net
Promoting vets centre
K-Bro Linen Systems puts logo, contact information on delivery vehicles

The logo for the $7 million dollar fund-raising campaign to help build a new veterans centre for Canadian veterans living in Northern Alberta is now on several of K-Bro Linen Systems’ large delivery trucks. Staff at K-Bro decided that, in addition to financially supporting the campaign, that their delivery vehicles would be a great way of raising awareness of the new centre and the need for donations to make it as fitting a home as possible for the veterans. The Kipnes Centre for Veterans should be completed by the end of 2005.

Staff had fun in the sun
The weather for this year’s “Fun in the Sun” staff golf tournament was sunny and made for an enjoyable day of golfing. The team of Metro Babchuk, Pat Ferguson, Peter Wilson and Cindy Wilson won the tournament and credit their “string management” for their victory. For every string purchased, tournament players could remove a putt from their score. More money was also raised through the watchful eyes of course marshals, Colleen Meagher and Maureen Doucette. Their responsibilities included fining tournament golfers for infractions — or alleged infractions. Together, they raised $126 in fines.

The tournament, which was organized by staff and attended by staff and their families and friends, raised $800 for The CAPITAL CARE Foundation.

Supporting a new home for veterans in Northern Alberta
With continued support from the community and veterans organizations, the goal of raising at least $7 million for the new Kipnes Centre for Veterans will be reached. A donation this past fall by the St. Albert branch of the Royal Canadian Legion brings the campaign $12,000 closer to its goal. Barry Runnalls, (left), from The CAPITAL CARE Foundation, accepted the cheque from Diana Henderson.

Gift will warm residents
(Ir) Ioland Pucci, Agostino Pucci, Agnesa Lednicka, a care manager at the campus, and Iris Neumann, administrator of the CAPITAL CARE Lynnwood Campus, stand next to the blanket and towel warmer. Residents appreciate being able to receive a warmed blanket or towel when they are feeling chilled. The warmer was purchased with some of the money donated by the Puccis. A new shelving and storage unit were also purchased with the donated money.

Donor print recognition
Donors honoured in recognition book
The leather bound donor books on display at each of The CAPITAL CARE Group centres have been recently updated to add the new names of supporters who have donated a total of $100 or more and those who have moved to another donor level since last year’s update.

Prominently displayed in each centre, the books are updated each fall to ensure all donors whose donations have totalled $100 or more to The CAPITAL CARE Foundation since 1989 are recognized for their gifts according to the donation category. Donors are invited to look through the donor recognition books and advise Cindy Wilson at (780) 448-2424 at The Foundation of any errors or omissions. Donors are also asked to contact The Foundation if there is an error or omission in the donor listings (beginning on page 13) in this newsletter.

Longtime supporters
The CAPITAL CARE Foundation provides support for programs and activities which enrich the lives of residents throughout The CAPITAL CARE Group. Crucial to being able to provide this support is the generosity of many companies, organizations, and individuals. The RAM Group, a technology solutions company, has been donating the proceeds from sales of mulligans at its annual appreciation golf tournament for eight years. This year, the total for their donations surpassed $13,000. Ed Hofestede (left), regional manager for the RAM Group and Alpin Schweitzer (right), chairman and owner of The RAM Group, presented Barry Runnalls (centre), director of Fund Development for The Foundation, with a cheque for $1,500.

A reason for giving
respect tr. v. 1. to feel or show esteem for; to honour. 2. to show consideration for; avoid violation of; treat with deference. 3. to relate or refer to; to concern.

With information from The Houghton Mifflin Canadian Dictionary of the English Language
One of the Christmas traditions at CAPITAL CARE Grandview is the Christmas Police Party. Every year, the Police Pipe Band and other officers come to the centre to help celebrate with family members.

The Police Pipe Band and other officers come to the centre to help celebrate with family members.

What Christmas party would be complete without a little music? Country western singer Danny Hooper (centre) is between Linda Balt, administrator of CAPITAL CARE Grandview, and Lori White, care manager for Unit 2AB at the centre.

The season of giving

Residents and staff at Laurier House Strathcona showed that it is indeed as good to give as it is to receive! They collected almost $300 and enough items to assemble 26 gift-filled shoe boxes for needy children worldwide through the Samaritan’s Purse “Operation Christmas Child” program. Before the shoe boxes were assembled, the items were sorted. Then, residents picked a decorated shoe box and a label indicating the age and gender of the recipient before filling their boxes.

To help set the mood, Christmas music was played — and after all the work was done, festive punch was served.

Olympic gold medallist at centre

The Rotary Club of Edmonton West has been a strong supporter of CAPITAL CARE Grandview since it opened 30 years ago. Members continue to come to the centre several times a month to help provide entertainment and assist residents. When the club invited gold medallist Lori-Ann Muenzer to speak at a meeting, they opened the presentation to staff and residents. Residents enjoyed seeing and hearing about Muenzer’s experiences as a gold medallist and the preparation that it took to help her succeed. Muenzer won a gold medal in track sprint cycling at the Athens Olympics.

The 15 Service Battalion continued its tradition of escorting Santa Claus to Newborn Veterans Centre in late December. Along with sharing Christmas cheer and offering rides to residents and staff at the centre, the 15 Service Battalion Society donated $25,000 towards the new Dianne and Irving Kipnes Centre for Veterans. The new centre is currently under construction and will replace the existing one. Berry Kolosinski, administrator of Newborn Veterans Centre, accepted the cheque from Commanding Officer Monty Ross. Phyllis Hempel, CEO of THE CAPITAL CARE GROUP, is on the far left, Barry Romallos, director of Fund Development for THE CAPITAL CARE Foundation, is on the right of CO Ross, and Major Tsang is on the far right.

15 Service Battalion donates to vets

CAPITAL CARE Norwood residents and staff braved the brisk weather in September for a three kilometre walk in the “Tanks & Tags” relay to raise money for the new Dianne and Irving Kipnes Centre for Veterans. As well as being the only centre which had residents in the race, CAPITAL CARE Norwood won a prize for the centre with the most participation within the organization. Everyone who made pledges for the relay is thanked for their support.

Residents join road race

Mary Rawluk, Mary Mandryk, and Sophie Sinopoulo, all residents at CAPITAL CARE Norwood, along with family member Bonnie Bryson (back row at right) entered the Tanks and Tags relay.
The Christmas Lights campaign for the 2004 festive season was launched in November. This was the fifteenth year for the annual campaign that raises funds for resident comforts at The CAPITAL CARE Group. The campaign is expected to be completed by early February, and to date it has raised more than $65,000.

Comments from residents and their family members have shown residential-styled facilities — which look and feel more like a typical suburban home than a traditional continuing care centre — help residents to feel more comfortable. In the design of its newest centres, such as the McConnell Places and Laurier Houses, The CAPITAL CARE Group has incorporated a residential style into the centres’ designs and construction.

When furnishing these new facilities, the furniture and decoration is selected to contribute to a homelike feeling. The impact of these items in the older, more traditional institutional-style centres is even greater. “The older centres were built using a different design philosophy, so by being able to add resident comforts such as handmade quilts, paintings, framed prints, armchairs, couches, and even antique furniture, made possible through the Christmas Lights campaign, centres feel much more like home,” says Barry Runnalls, director of Fund Development for The CAPITAL CARE Foundation.

As with all donations, supporters can direct their gift to the centre of their choice. Or, a donor can choose to have their donation for the Christmas Lights campaign go to the centre that could most benefit from their generosity.

To make a donation to any of The CAPITAL CARE Foundation’s campaigns, please call Cindy Wilson at 780-448-2424.

This photo of Dennis Loughlin and his mother Fay Loughlin, a resident at CAPITAL CARE Dickinsfield, enjoying a visit together was the feature photo on this year’s Christmas Lights campaign materials.

### Etch a Memory

Now you can honor the memory and commitment of our veterans who served and continue to serve valiantly for our country.

The Wall of Pride will be located in the memorial garden at the Dianne and Irving Kipnes Centre for Veterans. This is where inscriptions of family and friends of Canadian Veterans will be etched in place, recognizing and remembering the pursuit of freedom.

**Etch a Memory in commemoration of your ‘hero’ and support the new Kipnes Centre for Veterans**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How to Order</th>
<th>Mail this form and payment to: Serving Those Who Served  c/o The CAPITAL CARE Foundation, #500, 9625-109 Street, Edmonton, AB T6K 2J8  or Fax to (780) 448-7148</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I would like to reserve a 4” x 8” etching ($250 each) or 8” x 8” etching ($500 each)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Etching inscription**
- 2 line maximum
- 21 characters maximum per line including spaces and punctuation
- Characters Available: A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 - + # $ ! ( )

**Etching inscription**
- Line 1: ____________
- Line 2: ____________

**Contributor Information**
- Mr.
- Mrs.
- Ms.
- Other (specify): ____________
- Name: ____________
- Address: ____________
- City: ____________
- Province: ____________
- Postal Code: ____________
- Daytime Telephone: ____________
- Email: ____________
- Payment Information: ____________
- Memory Inscriptions: ____________
- at $500 each = $ ____________
- at $500 each = $ ____________
- I prefer to contribute directly to the Serving Those Who Served campaign: $ ____________
- Total Enclosed: ____________

Please make cheque or money order payable to: The CAPITAL CARE Foundation

For more information on the new veterans centre, please call 1-866-THE-VETS or visit www.thevets.org

The CAPITAL CARE Foundation has the right to refuse orders of questionable taste. Charitable Reg. No.: 13874 8853 RR001

---

**Staff support The Foundation**

Though a lot of support for The CAPITAL CARE Group and its residents comes from people in the community, staff also play a part in supporting their organization through The CAPITAL CARE Foundation.

One example is their involvement in organizing and attending the annual “Fun in the Sun” golf tournament that raises money for The Foundation. Other examples include the $40,000 raised for the new veterans centre and the golf centre activities that also raise money to help improve resident quality of life.

“We’d like to make sure staff know that their efforts and donations are certainly very appreciated and are a wonderful reminder of the concern that staff have for the well-being of residents at The CAPITAL CARE Group,” says Cindy Wilson, fund development officer for The Foundation.

---

**Support for research**

Not only is research invaluable in developing new and better ways of providing care, but it is also useful for evaluating the effectiveness of current programs. An example of a completed evaluation is the one done on the Friends and Visitors Club day program at the Strathcona Alzheimer Care Centre, which is part of the CAPITAL CARE Strathcona Campus. The evaluation revealed that the program served the clientele for whom it was intended and that the program was cost effective.

The most recently completed annual Research for Care campaign raised $28,000. “Through this campaign, donors have shown once again how important residents and their family members are at The CAPITAL CARE Group,” says Cindy Wilson, fund development officer for The CAPITAL CARE Foundation.

Funds raised through the campaign will go towards research at The CAPITAL CARE Group. The money will help the organization’s Research Unit to continue investigating, developing, and evaluating programs and processes to benefit people receiving continuing care services.

---

Dan Laville, Manager, Corporate Communications, CAPITAL CARE Corporate Services
Donors

We are very grateful to the following donors who thought of *The CAPITAL CARE Group* and the needs of residents from July 2, 2004 to December 10, 2004.

To ensure your gift is appropriately recognized, please contact *The CAPITAL CARE Foundation* with any corrections to your name as listed below or changes to your mailing address by:

**Mail:**
The CAPITAL CARE Foundation
500, 9925-109 Street
Edmonton, Alberta T5K 2J8

**Phone:** (780) 448-2424

**Fax:** (780) 496-7148

**E-mail:** cindywilson@capitalcare.net

---
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Bradley, Edwin H. Bradley, Regina I.
Brady, Margaret
Brady, Rosemary
Braiden, Bert Braiden, Edna
Brailean, Ronald H. Brailean, Gertha
Branter, Christina Branter, Kathleen
Bredlow, Norman Bredlow, Hilda
Brennan, Doris
Bressy, Edward Bressy, Gwyn
Broderick, Anthony Broderick, Joan
Brown, Blair
Brown, Donna
Brown, Irma
Brown, Les
Brown, Margaret O.
Bruce, Jean M.
Brue, Frances Brue, Jeanette
Brunet, Marshall Brunet, Wanda
Bryson, Doreen
Buckler, Donna
Burns, Jennifer
Burt, Cyril Burt, Mary
Buserius, Clarence Buserius, Dolores
Buchter, Albert
Cabush, Merlan Cabush, Maxine
Caccia, Denise
Callender, Rosalind
Calvert, Robert
Campbell, Wayne
Canadian Peace Keeping Veterans Association
Cantin, John Cantin, Brenda

Guiding principles at *The CAPITAL CARE Group*

**Our Mission**
Delivering quality continuing care in partnership with our community.

**Our Vision**
We are leaders in innovative continuing care, recognized for enhancing quality of life for those we serve.

**Our Values**

- **Vision**
  We are guided by a vision of the future.

- **Customer**
  We regard our residents as our central focus.

- **Quality**
  We are committed to quality and excellence.

**Ethics**
We strive to do what is right.

**Communication**
We communicate honestly and openly.

**Leadership**
We achieve our mission through leaders who inspire, support and provide guidance.

**Trust and Teamwork**
We work as a team.

**Training and Development**
We improve our staff through effective recruitment, development and retention.

**Technology and Innovation**
We improve our methods, systems and equipment.
Donors

Coglan, L. Jean
Cole, Darcy
Coner, Eve
Congdon, William O. Congdon, 
Claire
Connell, Margaret E. Connell, 
Percy A.
Constable, Jean
Cranston, Karen
Crockett, Betty
Crockett, Bob Crockett, Cathy
Croft, Jim
Crozier, John C. Crozier, 
Norma
Crystal Glass Social Club
Cumhul, Jamet
Culverhouse, Ethel D.
Culverhouse, George
Cumming, Mary
Cummings, Dennis Cummings,
Sherry
Cunningham, Richard
Cunningham, Maxine
Curwood Packaging Canada Ltd.
Dairon, Katherine M.
Dales, Rex W. Dales, Florence
Daly, Don Daly, Lesley
Damen, Aloysius Damen, Alida
Darch, David and Family
Darch, Evelyn
Darcovich, Isabelle Darcovich, 
William
Dawn Electric Ltd.
Day, John
De Freitas, Terry
Deciccio, Victor Deciccio, 
Martha
Delera, Fe
Demianczuk, Wasy
dement, Mary
Demuyrck, Marcel
Denny Andrews Inc.
Denser, Barbara E.
Der, Elizabeth
Derhak, Vernon
Derkach, Richard
Desrochers, Louis A.
Desrochers, Marcelle U.
Devold, HCF
Dickhout Enterprises Ltd.
Dickieson, Jeremy
Diduch, Mike
Diletzoy, Darryl
Directors Guild of Canada
Alberta District Council
Dobie, Jim Schindel, Terri
Docherty, Betty Lou
Docherty, Margaret
Doktor, Elizabeth
Doornbos, Lisa
Dorosh, Effie Dorosh, Joseph
Doucette, Maureen
Douglass, Helena Douglass, 
Eric
Drobot, Robert A. Drobot, 
Shirley P.
Drury, Betty B.
Duff, Richard Duff, Donna
Duffus, Sylvia J.
Duncan, Gordon Duncan, 
Joyce
Duncan, Sandra
Dunn, Gwen
Eberlein, Larry Eberlein, Ellen 
Eberly, Dolores Eberly, Don
Edelson, Marla
Edmonton Catholic Schools
Edmonton Oilers Hockey Club
Edmonton Remand Centre 
Social Fund
Edwards, Donald L.
Edwards, Murray Edwards, 
Roberta
EECOL Electric Ltd.
Eichelt, Harvey Eichelt, Agnes
Elliott, Robert Elliott, Debbie
Ellis, Elizabeth
Enders, Anne
Easing, Louis
Erickson, Hazel
Ernie and Kerry Chrapko
Esposito, Salvatore
Evans, David O.
Evans, Don
Evans, Marjorie
Evans, Neil
Evans, Tom
Exteindicare Inc. - Markham
Fenske, Chris
Fenske, Fred
Ference, Jean
Few, Ernest I. Few, Margaret A.
Field, Harris G.
Fischer, Aurelia
Fisher, Jane S.
Fisher, Jason
Fisher, Linda
Flywelling, Heather
Flynn, Doreen
Forcade, Eva
Ford, Harvey
Forge, Anne
Forrest, A.
Fradette, Ernest Fradette, Helen 
Franche, Margaret
Francis, Gordon
Fraser, Richard Frazer, 
Catherine
Frednickson, Jaye
Friedrich, Fritz Friedrich, 
Helene
Frisk, Ed
Gaebel, Mary
Gagnon, Gracia A.
Gainer, Dorothy
Gainer, Margaret
Galichowski, Joseph
Galichowski, Sonja
Gallagher, Laverne
Gamble, Elizabeth
Gammel, Karl Gammel, Agnes
Gangl, Margaret
Gartner, Coreen
Garvey, Joseph J. Garvey, Eva
Geary, Sophie
Gelfand, Irwin Gelfand, Ruth
German Canadian Cultural 
Association
Gerolamy, Barbara
Gervais, Shawn
Gibbs, Edward A. Gibbs, 
Robert A.
Gibson, Don
Gilbertson, Ron
Gillespie, J.M.
Gilmore, Wilma
Gitchison, Sandy
Gleisner, Beryl
Glover, William Glover, 
Dorothea
Goin, Nancy L. Cradock, Gord
Golinskiw, Elsie
Gollan, Edith M.
Donors

Golling, Olga
Goodfellow, Anne
Goodrich, Brian Goodrich, Linda
Gordey, Don R. Gordey, Margaret
Goulden, Inez
Gouldin, Lloyd N. Gouldin, Helen
Gozijolko, Stanley Gozijolko, Shirley
Grainer, Margaret A. Grainer, J. E.
Grams, Eldore
Gratton, Rita
Greater Edmonton Poppy Fund
Gregg, Roy Gregg, Ellen
Gristwood, Gerald
Grykulak, Olga
Grynoch, Elizabeth Grynoch, Richard
Grynoch, Roberta E. Dr.
Guenzel, Irma
Gunn, Hazel L.
Gut, Wolf
Hamilton, Mary G.
Hankin, Joyce
Hannah, Frances H. Hannah, Cecil
Hanson, Alice
Hardy, Kathleen
Harrington, Vi Hohl, Joan
Harrison, Doris
Harrison, John G. Harrison, Connie
Hartwell, G. Hartwell, M.
Haruly, Kevin
Hastings, Erroll
Hatch, Eileen M.
Hatch, Lorne Dr. Hatch, Faye
Hayes, John Hayes, Lucy
Hayter, Ron
Headge, Ruby
Healey, Joan Healey, Richard
Healy, Bruce
Heaps, Janet
Heaton, Peter Dr. Heaton, Ann
Hebert, Philippe Hebert, Angel
Hecht, Mary
Heinemann, Stanley
Heinemann, Helen
Helmers, Henri
Helps, Marguerite V.
Hempel, George Hempel, Matilda
Hempel, Phyllis Hempel, Ken
Hempel, Walter J. Hempel, Bev
Hemrick, Wilfred
Henderson, Joyce
Herchek, Nettie
Herrington, Joan
Hesketh, Robert G. Matwichuk, Betty
Hess, Jack Hess, Hannah
Hetherington, Brian
Hilker, James W.
Hirsh, Andrew Hirsh, Katherine
Hirst, Eileen
Hodgins, James
Hofstede, Ed Hofstede, Sandra
Hoffmeyer, Doug Hoffmeyer, Joy
Hohol, Albert Dr.
Hohol, Linda
Hohol, Mary
Holgate, Gordon M. Holgate, Audrey T.
Holinski, Anna
Holland, Jim
Hollingsworth, Clare
Hollingsworth, Patricia
Holmgren, Gertrude
Horneman, Dick Horneman, Mrs.
Horsfield, George
Horsley, Brian Horsely, Lorraine
Hough, Sherie
Howrish, Joan
Howrish, Olga
Hryynchyn, Bob
Hryynchyn, Josephine
Huget, Alice M.
Hughes, Elizabeth
Hughes, Lawrence C.
Humble, Harvey Humble, Louise
Humeniuk, Jennie Humeniuk, Mirsel
Hunchak, Katherine
Hunchak, Walter Hunchak, Sophie
Hunter, Betty
Hutson, John E. Hutson, Susan
Hygaard Fine Foods Ltd.
Hymanyk, Anne
Imaxe Gallery
Ireland, Jean M. Ireland, Garnet
Ivanik, Mike
Jackson, B. Joan Jackson, William B.
Jackson, Bertha
Jackson, Darlene
Jackson, Roger
James, Albert James, Adrienne
Jarmar, Kay
Jaycock, H. William
Jimenez, Rosalina R.
Johns, Dolores
Johnson, Gail
Johnson, Marjorie
Johnson, Martha
Johnson, Mary
Johnson, Thora
Johnstone, Richard Johnstone, Barbara
Jones, Mary E.
Joslin, Dale
Joy, Darrell Joy, Kathy J.
Joyal, Mary P.
Kachmar, Lesley A. Kachmar, Kenneth
Kaldestad, Elizabeth
Kaldestad, Helmer
Kalychuk, Bertha
Kaplan, Richard Lesnik, Anne
Karbonik, Orest Karbonik, Virginia
Karch, Thelma
Karpo, William M.
Keuschuk, Kathryn
Keech, Elsie E.
Keen, Victoria
Keinick, Ruth LaBelle, Val
Kellaway, Grace
Kendrick, Don Kendrick, Nancy
Kennedy, Cameron
Kennedy, Reta L.
Kennedy, Roberta
Kereluik, Brent
Kerr, Elaine
Khan, Carl
Killips, Keith Killips, Denise
King, Edward King, Dorothy L.
King, Geoff King, Kathleen
King, Herbert King, Pearl
King, Irene E.
King, S.G.
Kirkpatrick, W.G. Kirkpatrick, Shirley
Klapstein, Joanne
Klingbeil, Doris E.
Kluzinski, Andrew
Klymok, Ramona Calper, Clara
Knobloch, Edgar
Knowles, Hugh
Knutson, Earl Knutson, Alice
Kokolski, Xavera G.
Kolewaski, Betty
Korral, Wendy
Koshman, Florence
Kostyschen, Tony Kostyschen, Betty
Kowalchuk, Katherine
Kowalchuk, Randy
Kozak, Ann
Kruger, Gladys
Kudrowich, Peter Kudrowich, Dayna
Kuiken, D.
Kupchanko, E.
Kurz, Karin Loffelbein, Katharina
Kushnir, Warren Kushnir, Darlene
Kushnir, Wayne Kushnir, Susan
LaFarge Canada Inc.
Lamarre, Ida
Lambert, Rochelle
Lammie, Dorothy
Lane, Ginger
Lang, Benjamin
Langman, June R. Langman, Arthur
Laplante, Carole
Larcombe, Lionel
Lauridson, Susan G.
Laurier House Lynnwood - Boutique
Laverty, Catherine
Law, Nora
Donors

Lawrence, Norman A.
Lazowski, Fred Lazowski, Bella
Leblanc, John
Lednicka, Agnesa
Lee, Andy Lee, Carole
Lehmann, Shirley
Leighton, Lauren
Leipnitz, Dean Leipnitz, Madeleine
Leirdal, Jenny
Leachur, Shirley
Lenhart, Frederick Lenhart, Margaret
Leirdal, Jenny
Lelacheur, Shirley
Lenhart, Frederick Lenhart, Margaret
Lewicki, Rose
Lilydale Poultry Company
Lim, Teng
Lintner-Schiewe, R.L.
Lip, Jacinta
Lipinski, A. Eugenia
Liss, Sherry
Litwin, Shirley
Lloyd, Elizabeth A.
Lobay, Bill Lobay, Mary
Lobay, Gary Lobay, Carolyn
Lobay, Steve Lobay, Ann
Loborg, Ordie R. Loborg, Anna
Lord, Chris Dr. Lord, Cecilie
Loughlin, Heather
Lucas, Gerald A. Lucas, Peggy
Luhoway, Debra
Lunde, Evelyn
Lundgren, Margaret
Lunn, Rowena
Luong, David
Lupul, Beverley
Lynn, Esther
Mabbutt, Katie
MacAlister, Morley N.
MacAlister, Anna M.
MacDonald, Bill
MacDonald, James V.
MacDonald, Rita M.
MacDonald, Vera
MacInnis, Tim
Maciuk, Sam Maciuk, Nadia
MacLean, Don MacLean, Yolande
Mah, Stanley
Mahaffey, Lynn
Maksymic, Edward Maksymic, Teresa
Maloney, Elsie
Mancini, Lucienne
Mandryk, Edwin
Mann, Avard Mann, Nora
Markin, Allan
Marrinier, Lucy Marrinier, Rene
Marsh, Connie L.
Marsh, Hannah
Marshall, D.J.W. Marshall, Germaine
Marshall, Douglas Sunderland, Sylvia
Martel, Michael Martel, Brenda
Marty, Victoria
Marxheimer, Edward
Marxheimer, Suzette
Maskura, Lorraine
Mason, V. Doreen
Mast, Rae
Matthews, Bill
Mayson, Adeline
Mazepa, Ed Mazepa, Kay
McBain, A. Ross
McLean, Janice
McCullum, Kelly McCullum, Carmen
McColl, E. Madge
McColl, Sharon L.
McCullum, Vernon G.
McCullum, Sandra
McDonald, Clive
McDougall, John R. Makar-McDougall, Irene
McDowell, Hazel
McEwan, Keith J. McEwan, Muriel
McFarlane, Jan
McFarlane, Ruth
McCaffin, Mynn
Mcllwaine, Fay
McNhinis, Marie
McLaren, Maxine
McLean, Pam
McLeod, Ann G.
McLevin, Malcolm F. McLevin, Elizabeth
McMahon, George
McNally, Robert
McPhail, John
McSparran-Heil, Heather
McSparran, Dorothy
Meagher, Colleen
Meiklejohn, Margaret
Menard, Joe Menard, Ivy
Menard, Lionel
Mercer Human Resource Consulting Ltd.
Merwede, Marianne
Mewburn Veterans Centre - Staff
Meyer, Carrie
Meyer, Tara
Michalson, Cheryl
Mickanuk, Carol
Middleton, Dorothy L. Bacon, Diana
Milke, Norm S. Milke, Doris L. Dr.
Miller, Barbara B.
Miller, Bruce H. Miller, Marge H.
Miller, Shauna
Mills, Mary
Milner, David Milner, Maureen
Milner, John Milner, Lillian
Milner, Rose
Miner, Annie
Miner, Roy Miner, Yvonne
Minogue, Shirley
Misset, Lori
Mitchell, Irene
Mitchell, Robert J. Mitchell
Miron, Teruhisa Dr.
Moncrieff, Hugh G.
Moore, Aileen
Moore, Phyllis M.
Moore, Sheila
Morsos, Fauzy
Morgan, A.B. Morgan, Patricia
Morton, Mike
Mott, Lori
Motyka, Audrey
Muirhead, Nettie
Mullen, John C.
Muller, Erik
Munz, John Munz, Eva
Murphy, Margaret Murphy, Shauna
Murray, Helen
Murrie, George Murrie, Shirley
Musick, Walter Musick, Olia
Muzylowski, Lillian
Myles, Mary Lou Dr.
Myshak, Mike P. Myshak, Bernice
Nelson, Arlene
Nebitt, Ernie G. Nebitt, Mary
Nesselbeck, Donald
Nesselbeck, Meda
Nestransky, Frank Nestransky, Mary
Neumann, Iris M.
Nevin, Colleen
Newell, Maggie Newell, Hugh
Nickel, Dean Nickel, Mercy
Nicol, Austin
Nobbs, Lorraine
Noble, J. Donald Noble, Phyllis A.
Norlander, Margrethe
Norman McNaughton
Norquest College
Norquest College - Honorariums
Northcutt, Robert E. Northcutt, Joan E.
Nuthack, Erna
Obuchowski, Stella
O’Connell, James
Ogren, Ivy
Ogston, Irene
Okerman, Joa
Olson, Wayne Olson, Gail
Oman, Joyce
Omerzu, Diane
Ondrack, Esther
Onstine, Gladys
Onysyek, Gladys
Operating Engineers, Staff at Local # 955
Orenstein, Liz
Orfino, Bill Orfino, Liz
Orr, Jim Orr, Mildred
Orvis, Debby
Osinchuk, Richard Osinchuk, Maureen
Ouellet, Irene Ouellet, Victor
Pahirnik, Jeff
Pahl, Edward Pahl, Judith
Donors

Parfeniuk, Alice
Parker, Imrie E.
Parker, J. Edward Parker, Dorothy I.
Parks, Frank R. Parks, Jean
Patenaude, Jean Patenaude, Susan
Paterson, Anne
Paterson, Jeanette
Patricquin, Lloyd
Patton, Elizabeth A.
Paul, Mary
Paul, Susan Paul, Robert W.
Paulgaard, Janet
Pavey, Penny
Peake, Sandra
Pearce, Dianne
Peck, Jim
Peek, John Peek, Margaret
Pendlebury, Verna L.
Perehinec, Gerta Perehinec, Andy
Perrin, Susan J.
Peterson, Alice
Peterson, Dorothy M.
Peterson, Lennart P.
Peterson, Joan M.
Pettibone, Aileen
Pettibone, Ross Pettibone, Edna
Petty, Jim Petty, Peggy
Pickard, Lena
Pierre Belvedere Inc.
Pike, Barry W. Pike, Noella M.
Pillay, Kugan
Pivovar, Marie
Plomp, Kenneth J. Plomp, E. Fay
Pluim, Edith
PMT Chartered Accountants
Podloski, Elizabeth Podloski, Ted
Poeter, Gordon Poeter, Lynn
Pollard, Lee
Pollard, Leonard Pollard, Florence
Pollard, Shannon
Pollard, Terry
Poite, Ian
Poon, Larry Poon, Nancy
Portas, Ken Portas, Carol
Porter, Bruce Porter, Muriel
Possibilities Wholistic Health
Potvin, Emile Potvin, Germaine
Pound, Deb
Powell, Christine
Powley, Catherine
Pratt, Alan J. Pratt, Vera N.
Pratt, Blake
Predie, Anne
Primus, Carl Primus, Grace
Prokopiw, Maria Prokopiw, Peter
Purdon, Lawrence A. Purdon, Judith G.
Quesnel, Tim
Quigley, Margaret
Radmanovich, Sheila & Family
Rajan, Varagur S.V. Rajan, Savitri
Rajman, Luisa
Ramsay, Lee
Rawluk, Mary
Redford, Donald Redford, Gloria
Reilly, Chere
Reynolds, Frances C. Reynolds, Robert G.
Richards, Deanna
Richards, Helen E. Richards, B.
Richmond, Violet
Ridgely, David
Rig Shop Limited
Ritchie, Donna E.
Roahainen, Roy
Roberts, Barry
Roberts, Bonnie
Roberts, H. Duncan Roberts, Margaret
Robertson, Joan
Robinson, Bryan Robison, Margaret
Robinson, Ruby Robinson, Richard
Robson, Maxwell
Rogers, Louise
Rogers, Marg
Rolof, Fred Rolof, Ruth
Rose Bjornson
Rosychuk, Louise
Rotary District #5370 Charitable Foundation
Roth, Stella
Rouliston, W. Sharon
Rouse, Doreen W.
Rowe, Donald Rowe, Marguerite
Roy, Jeanne
Roy, Percy
Royal Canadian Legion Calmar Branch #266
Royal Canadian Legion Cold Lake Branch #211
Royal Canadian Legion Ex. Service Women Branch #215
Royal Canadian Legion Fort Saskatchewan #27
Royal Canadian Legion Grimshaw Branch #253 LA
Royal Canadian Legion Jasper Place Branch #255
Royal Canadian Legion Kingsway Branch #175
Royal Canadian Legion Norwood Branch #178
Royal Canadian Legion Spruce Grove Branch #281
Royal Canadian Legion St. Albert Branch #271 LA
Royal Canadian Legion Whitecourt Branch #44
Runnalls, Barry Runnalls, Rev Rupertus, Orville Rupertus, Agnes L.
Ryan, Dorothy Lymer, Kathleen
Ryan, Lida Ewanchew, Nancy
Salmon, Keith
Sample, Lee
Sanregret, Linda
Saradinanchan, John
Saradinanchan, Victoria
Sawka, Ted Sawka, Anne
Saxton, Betty
Schaef, Sherry Schaef, David
Schalm, Corinne
Schech, August Schech, Else
Schick, Lilian M. Schick, Sidney B.
Schlieve, Donald A. Schieve, Sharon
Schiller, Martha Schiller, Laverne
Schmalz, Dianne
Schmermund, Earl
Schmermund, Debbie
Schmidt, Elmer Schmidt, Shirley
Schmidt, S. Gerhard Schmidt, Katharina
Schmiedicke, William R. and Nancy K.
Schmitke, Milton
Schmitz, Florence Schmitz, John
Schneider, Andrew M.
Schneider, Ingrid L.
Schneider, James R. Schneider, Natalia
Schurek, Marion
Scott, Emily
Scott, Frances M.
Scott, K.
Scott, Monica
Scott, Stuart Scott, Margaret
Selin, Carl Selin, Christina
Semper, James S.
Settle, Doug Watt, Linda J.
Shamchuk, Steve
Sharek, W. Paul Sharek, Virginia E.
Sharon, Mary Sharon, William
Sharp, Helen
Sharp, Peter
Sharun, Christie
Sheppard, Harold Sheppard, Elizabeth
Sherk, Harry G. Dr. Sherk, Edna E.
Sherwood Park Sobeys Lakeland
Shillington, Wayne
Short, Brent
Short, Ralph Short, Frances
Shrimpton, John Shrimpton, Jean
Shulhan, Mike Shulhan, Helen
Shwed, Leila
Sime, William Sime, F. Sarah
Simmonds, Ellen M.
Simmonds, Lorna E.
Simmonds, D.G.
Donors

Simpson, Bernard
Simpson, Vivian
Simpson, George
Sims, Janet
Sinclair, Grant
Skakun, Casey A. Skakun, Alexandra E.
Skinner, Brent
Skoreyko, Pearl Skoreyko, Mike
Skowronski, Teresia
Slater, Ken Slater, Helen
Sloane, Elizabeth J.
Slywka, Leona
Smallwood, Anna M.
Smallwood, Frank
Smith, Barbara
Smith, David A. Smith, Mary L.
Smith, Diane L.
Smith, Gene Smith, Joyce
Smith, Grace P.
Smith, Melvin S.
Snow, Marilyn
Solly, J.R. Boates, Bev
Sorensen, Olaf Sorensen, Marian
Sowa, Antoninia Czernik, Henry
Spicer, Barbara Thurston, Irene
Spradbrow, Richard
Spradbrow, Donna
Springwood Farms
Squires, Kate
Stafford, Rosamond
Stanley Canada Corporation
Stanley, William Stanley, Jean
Starr, Murray Starr, F. Ruth
Stecyk, Brian
Steeden, Eric C.
Steinbach, Sophie
Stemler, Gregory Stemler, Olga
Stemler, Michael Stemler, Rebecca
Stephenson, Andrew
Stevens, Lloyd Stevens, Marilyn
Stewart, David E. Stewart, William
Stewart, Samuel I. Cox-Stewart, Cherri
Still Meadows Ranch
Stock, Jean Stock, Herbert & Family
Strangward, Barry L. Strangward, Linda
Strawson, Glenn Strawson, Shirley
Stuart, Gary
Sumner, Noreen Sumner, Harold E.
Suncor Energy Foundation
Suncord Engineering Ltd.
Sunrise Village Sherwood Park Owners
Superstein, Jake
Sutherland, Annette
Sutton, Hazel
Svitch, Marlene K.
Syd-Lynn’s Construction Comp Ltd.
Sylvan, Pat
Symons, James
Szmata, Steve Szmata, Darlene
Tabler, Alfred Tabler, Doris
Taitleur, Martin Gilbert, Barbara
Tamelung, Trevor K. Tamelung, Shelley A.
Tasker, Ashleigh
Tasker, Barb
Tasker, Katie
Tatarchuk, W. E. Tatarchuk, J. Arlene
Tautchin, Stan Rains, Arlene
Teixeira, Carminda
Tell, Sharon
TELUS Communications (B.C.) Inc.
Tempo Alberta Electrical Contractors Co. Ltd.
Terlesky, Art Terlesky, Sandra
Teskey, Una Persaud, Doris
Tesolin, Todd Tesolin, Debbie
Tetreault, Phyllis
The Bateman Family Foundation
The Cohos Evamy Partners
The Dianne & Irving Kipnes Foundation
Therman, M. Allison
Thomas, Bev
Thomlinson, Carol
Thomlinson, W. Len
Thomlinson, Ruth
Thompson, F. Thompson, J.
Thoms, John Thoms, Blanche
Thomsen, Isabella Anaka, Lois
Thomson, Marie A.
Thorsley, Myrtle
Thuss, Donald E. Thuss, Mary R.
Tipler, Fay
Tkach, Todd Tkach, Laura
Tod, Margaret A.
Topham, Arnold Topham, June
Toronto Dominion Commercial Banking
Totten, Wilfred J. Totten, Alice Towne, Georgette M.
Townend, Ernie Townend, Ellen
Townsend, Margaret
Toy, Henry
Tran, Sandy
Trott, Peter L.
Troughton, Sandra
Trout, Peter Leeder, Miranda
Trueman, Keith Trueman, Moon
Trueman, Allison
Turner, Robert J.
Tussman, Michelle
Tweddel, Gwenni Tweddel, J. Rod
Tweddel, Jim
Twitchett, S. L. Twitchett, Mrs. Tyess, Edna A.
Tyler, Frank Tyler, M. Joan
Tymchak, Susan
Unisource Canada Inc.
Unwin, Loie
Valleau, James Valleau, Ethel
Van Andel, Case Van Andel, Margaret
Van Dieken, Anky
Van Etten, John Van Etten, Maria
Van Sickle, Allan E. Van Sickle, Eileen D.
Van Winkle, Kory Busenius, Dory
Vandencamp, Peter Vandencamp, Mathilda
Vanmeir, George Vanmeir, Edna S.
Verdin, Edward Verdin, Isabelle
Vermeeren, Charles
Vetsch, Cam Vetsch, Mary
Vetsch, Elizabeth Professional Corp.
Vibert, Pat Spiller, Joyce
Victor, Donald Victor, Margaret
Vinall, Norman and Gladys
Vincent, J. Paul Vincent, Mary R.
Vinkenborg, Lambert
Vinkenborg, Johanna
Vold, Godfrey Vold, Anne
Vollmer, B. Irene
Voogd, Fred Voogd, Frieda
Vosburgh, Frank Vosburgh, Sylvia
Wagar, Maurice Wagar, Lola B.
Wahlstrom, Allan H.
Wahlstrom, Gwen M.
Wai, Wayne
Walford, Dorothy A.
Walker, Iris
Wandler, Pauline
Wang, Lawrence Dr. and Wang, Rosa
Wankiewicz, Christine J.
Waraw, Walter Warawa, Marian
Ward, Murray J. Ward, Lois
Ward, Sheryl
Warren, Margaret
Watson, Andrew D. Watson, Crystal D.
Watson, Andy
Watt, Joseph Watt, Beulah
Weah, Nancy
Webb, Carl W. Webb, Jean B.
Weber, Orlan and Janet
Webster, Grace Webster, Maryjo
Wensink, Mel
Werbrick, Myrtle J.
Werner, Elizabeth
Whatton, Edwin McIntosh, Liana
Whatton, Eleanor Whatton, James
White, Olga
Whitfield, Roy Whitfield, Jean
Whittaker, Dwight
Please make cheques payable to
The CAPITAL CARE Foundation

Yes! I would like to make a gift of:

☐ $100.00  ☐ $50.00  ☐ $25.00  ☐ Other $ _______

For:

Name

Address

City/Province  Postal Code

Please make cheques payable to The CAPITAL CARE Foundation

In Memory and Honour

Alex Hilderman  Francis John Taylor  John Mizier  Mike Sadownyk
Allan Poeter  Frank Nestransky  John Mudge  Mona Jeffels
Alma Olsson  Frank Pege  John Onysky  Mr. Jimenez
Amy Sainchuk  Frank Wankiewicz  John Schalkwyk  Nancy Elizabeth McBean
Anne Prinsen  Fred Muzylowski  Julia Faulkner  Olga Kruger
Anne Rocoski  George Brown  Katheryn Maslyk  Olga McKinstry
Annie Motowylo  Germaine (Bergeron) Charest  Kay Jarman  Oliver Kapler
Archie Clark  Gerrit Plazier  Ken Crockett  Ordie Loberg
Arnold Neumann  Gerrit Peters  Ken Lewis  Orval Bottolfs
Barbara Elter  Grace Horneman  Ken Pulleyblank  Pearl Karenko
Bessie Givens  Grace Whitten  Kenneth Lewis  Ray Rodney Fraser
Cecile Gozjolko  Guiseppina Guzzo  Kyla Solly  Richard W. Rooke and Fern M. Roo
Clara Calper  Harriet Butcher  Lee Henderson  Rita Pilgrim
Diane Crighton  Helen Fay Mills  Leo Routette  Roy Fraser
Donald Victoor  Ida Lammare  Leonard Bauer  Ruth Diduck
Dora Hailey  Jack Wardrop  Lillian Lindahl  Sherrill Skistod
Doris Supsak  James Anton  Lody Kuziw  Sophie Shenkarek
Douglas Marshall  Jane Eleniak  Lydia MacGregor  Steve Cembrowski
Edith Elaine Cochrane  Jean Newby  Mable Weaver  Theresa Engelman
Eleanor Corris  Jena Eleniak  Margarethe Norlander  Tillie Koehler
Elizabeth Duguid  Jessie Rogers  Marguerite Babb  Victoria Derhak
Elizabeth Gargus  Joan D World  Mary Rudnitsky  Victoria Grace Whitten
Ellie Stark  Joan Hubman  Mary Maydonik  Wanda MacDonald
Erna Nuthack  Johan (John) Schalkwyk  Max Baron  William Bernice Smith
Florence Benoit  John Babich  May McClung  William J. Zurbrigg
Florence Lintner  John Mitchell  Michael Fedorak  Celeste

In Memory and Honour

Whittaker, R. Bryn Dr.
Wierenga, Harriet
Wiersma, Adrian
Williams, Jennifer Williams, Terry
Wilson, Cliff Wilson, Marie
Wilson, Jean
Wilson, Peter D. Wilson, Cynthia
Wilson, R. Oliver Wilson, Gwen M.
Wiltiemuth, Louise
Winton, Cecilia Winton, Paul
Woeppe, Susan
Wolfram, Martin Wolfram, Shari
Work Abilities Ltd.
Wray, Lilian
Wright, Lloyd Wright, Ethel
Wudel, Wibert A. Wudel, Agnes
Wynne, Desmond Wankiewicz, Patricia
Yasman, Vern Yasman, Ann
Yates, H.N. (Bud) Yates, Mary Joan
Yendle, I.
Yost, Donald
Yuill, Annie E.
Yukes, Karen
Yun, Jane
Zabiak, Alex
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Poet in residence at CAPITAL CARE Lynnwood

One of the rewards of getting to know someone is finding out about their interests, skills, and background. Staff and volunteers at The CAPITAL CARE Group have the chance to meet many people and learn about their lives. If a survey were to be done on residents' backgrounds, survey responses would likely include researcher, farmer, teacher, businesswoman, painter, stay at home mom, and writer.

Fred D. Anderson is a resident at CAPITAL CARE Lynnwood in west Edmonton, and he has become known for his poetry. In fact, he recently published a book of poems. Titled “White Flashes on Charcoal,” the book includes 30 of his poems and five colour illustrations. Published this past July, the book has been well received. More than 100 copies were sold by the end of August.

A member of the Edmonton Stroll of Poets, Anderson’s poems have been featured many times. The poems have been profiled in the University of Alberta anthology “Read Two Poems and Call in the Morning,” the “VUE” newspaper, “The Icelandic Canadian,” the “Synchronicity” magazine, and on CBC Radio. His poem “Morning View from Bale House” was awarded second prize in a 2002 Poetry Institute of Canada contest.

Anderson began writing poetry in 1996 when his niece, who was writing a book about their family, asked him to make a contribution. He responded with a poem and has been writing poetry ever since. Anderson says his poems deal with nature, its complexity and beauty, interesting people, human emotions, and pictures with words.

Prior to moving to the centre in 2000, he completed a bachelor of commerce from the University of Manitoba and an MBA from the University of Western Ontario.

On the back cover of his book, Anderson says that he is blessed to be surrounded by his wife, their three children and their partners, and their two grandchildren. His other interests include water colour painting, sketching, enjoying the outdoors, sports, music, theatre and board games.

Volunteers receive award from Governor General

Volunteers are a vital part of The CAPITAL CARE Group. Each day they bring their spirit and companionship to residents throughout the organization’s centres. Hundreds of volunteers share thousands of hours annually with residents and are responsible for improving the quality of life for many residents.

“This is why recognizing the contributions of volunteers is so important,” says Phyllis Hempel, chief executive officer for The CAPITAL CARE Group. “And why we were so thrilled to learn that of the 23 Canadians who were being recognized for their contributions, two of these volunteers are people who spend a lot of time with residents at CAPITAL CARE Dickinsfield.”

In November, the Governor General’s office announced the Governor General’s Caring Canadian Award. Winnafred Morris and Isabell E. Osborne, CAPITAL CARE Dickinsfield volunteers, were two of the recipients being recognized with this award.

Morris has been a volunteer at CAPITAL CARE Dickinsfield since the 1980s. She began as a volunteer driver and now assists residents at mealtimes, sits with residents who are dying, and offers friendship and compassion to anyone in need of comfort. Morris spends up to four days a week at the centre.

Likewise, Osborne is another dedicated volunteer. She has been helping out at CAPITAL CARE Dickinsfield since 1992. Osborne writes letters on behalf of residents and provides transportation to church for residents. She also sits with residents who are dying and without family. As with Morris, she can be relied on and is appreciated by both residents and staff.

The Caring Canadian Award is presented to individuals and groups whose unpaid, voluntary contributions provide extraordinary help or care to people in the community. Recipients of the award have served over a number of years and normally have not been recognized previously by a national or provincial honour.

Along with a framed certificate, recipients receive a lapel pin with a symbol that represents Canadians who selflessly give of their time and energy to others. Award presentations are made by the Governor General as her travels permit or by a designate of the Governor General.

If you are interested in becoming a volunteer at any of The CAPITAL CARE Group’s centres, please call (780) 448-2400 and ask to be transferred to the coordinator of volunteer services at the centre of your choice. Alternatively, visit www.capitalcare.net and click on the Volunteers button on the left side menu.

Dan Laville, Manager, Corporate Communications, CAPITAL CARE Corporate Services
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